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Abstract

The provision of healtl,care typically involves a

number of individuals, located in a number of dffirent
institutions, whose decisior:. and actions need to be
coordinated if the care is to ,5e effective and fficient. To

facilitate this decision-making and to ensure the
coordination process runs snoothly, the use of software
support is becoming increasingly widespread. To this
end, this paper proposes th'? notion of an Agent-based
Grid Computing Infrastructure (AGCD which ,s

developed to help manage 
"he 

healthcare processes in
real world settings. The AGCI environment extends the
user desktop by providing seamless access to remote
computational resources (arch as hardware, sofh,vare,

and data) and hides frotn user the complexity of
heterogeneous, distributed, .high performance back end
systems.

1. Introduction

Healthcare at all levels -- local, regional, national
and international - is rr vast open environment
characterized by shared and distributed decision making
and management of care re,quiring the communication
and coordination of complex and diverse forms of
information between a variety of clinical and other
settings. It is the aim of healthcare software systems to
operate effectively in this environment to meet
information needs of patients and healthcare providers.

Practitioners in healhcare environments, in
particular, require that the information is both timely and
error-free, such that recommendations or decisions
offered by the software systems are secure and
trustworthy. On the other hand, disparate computing
resources within a software system keeps disciplines
stratified, so healthcare reseirchers often end up wasting
time by replicating work and this often results in
wastage of resource utilization.

Healthcare services hale been using information
technologies with the objective to ease and automate a
particular job or task. Thus there have been many
systems developed for healthcare services to achieve the
targeted objective. In additic'n some of these systems are
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built to run on a particular operating system only. The
problem will only start to arise when there is a need for
these heterogeneous systems to communicate and pass

information among them.
The solutions that have been thought to solve the

heterogeneous systems are 'distributed systems' [1].
Unfortunately, often most of the distributed system
solution available is a tightly integrated collection of
technologies designed to facilitate distributed
computing. Thus, mostly, this form of solution is very
much focused for a particular type of technology only.
For example, it may only be able to integrate Linux to
Windows platforms. In addition to that, most of the
distributed systems are in close physical proximity to
one another. Thus, to achieve fulI integration of
heterogeneous systems we need to use the grid solution

[2]. The main reason for using grid solution is because
grid is efficient and optimally utilizes a wide range of
heterogeneous, loosely coupled resources in an
organization tied to sophisticated workload management
capabilities or information virhralization. Moreover, it
helps two machines containing different healthcare
services and also running on different platforms to
communicate and maximize the usage of both resources
which are available currently. These resources can be in
the form of computing power, hard drive, memory space

2. Related Work

A diversified number of methodologies have been
proposed for designing grid- and agent-based healthcare
systems. The development of these design tools range
from commercially available products to research
prototypes. We briefly focus first on a few available,
advanced and widely accepted systems and then
compare them with our proposed AGCI infrastructure.

2.1. Medicine & Biology Related Grid Systems

CROSS GRID [3] is a prototype system for pre-
treatment planning in vascular intervention and surgical
procedures. DATAGRID [4] is a testbed that provides
the right platform for data mining algorithms, databases,
code management, graphical interface tools and
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1 r o1garners grrd-related projects r:r ith the goals of acquiringand.. sharing experiences in d.pl;,i;; itlt"oicur
applications using existrng rniddlewares as well aspromoting the grid concept in the biomedical
communiry. NC BIoGRID [l ll provides u..".. io, unacoordination of, the 

"ornprrirrg, data storage, andnetworking infrastructure req..rired for researchers totake ftll advantage of the genotnics revolution.
We notice that most of the current ."."*.f, on grid_based healthcare revolves uro"nO g.nr-lnj' u.uinfunctions, surgical procedures und ,6;;;r, uio ouruaccess, sharing and analysis. None 

-of 
trc systemsprovide strategic healthcare services pertinent towardsorganization efficacy allowing healthcare

pracrrrtoners to make better decisions. Thii services may

111|lt, analysis,. planning, ftending, 
"*"rni"",io",rorecastlng, prediction, bench marking and bestpractices reporting, outcome -"ur*".Jntr, *t ur_if
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analysis, comparisons, organization practices

wun organlzation rules, marke.. research, effeitiveness
on outcomes of treatrnent, data irnalysis for organization
financing, health surveillance and resource allocations.

2.2. Grid and Agent-based Grid Systems.

Globus [12] focuses on defining a toolkit of low_level
services for security, communic,rti,on, resource l,ocation,
resource allocation, process rnanagement, and data
access on the grid. These basic servicis are then used toimplement higher-level services, tooi*, 

-" 
*Oprogramming models. ARMS tl3l utilizes performance

prediction techniques to provide quantitutlu"- auturegarding the performance of .o-pl.* applications
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local grid resourc:. At the meta_level, anlerarcny ot homogeneous agents is used to provide ascalable and adaptable abstraction of ttJ- ryrt.m
architecture. Control of Agent_BaseO Sy.t"_, lCoinS;tr 

,uT. 
oo.l agent grid architt:cture 
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*t,f,scalable, deployable, industrial ,t 
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components [14].
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Th1 m.ain advantage.s of,agent_based grid computingare reducing user's burden-, heipful ro. no-uj"l i,..r, 1no.,IT professionals such

for distributed .nut.oll l-o:lot' 
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l*: "iu ;i6; ",lT:li-::'"T,':' l: i:"*Tff 1",11better decisions by itself, hetpful for retri"l,ing anamonitoring data from online data ..poriro-ri"i'fru.f, u.websites), and also during processi;;;;;;;"rion canbe checked at each node, providin#ili;;;;very ofknowledge.

-^^f:l{t.speaking, 
a software agent is a softwarepackage that carries out tasks for otlers 1tu.* u...r,processes, workflows or applications) autonomoustywithout being controlled by iis u.". o-n-J. ,il'iurrc f,uu.been delegated. From an aichitectural poiii"il,,"r,,r,.

strong advantage.of agents comes fromits decentralized,
dtstnbuted and light architecture. An ug.nt-i. lurt u

lTtt, Ird.O"ndent program, small pilce of codesometlmes no more than a Java class oi l0 lines ratherthan millions of lines. This view 
"i,rn"fi^ 

ptg**.working together looks atrractiv. fo.,"i"OJiig Uigg".processes, for collaborative work, etc. The u..lii,..*r.of an agent paradigm is basicaily to mate 
-availaUte

some resources that can be used by the agent.

2.3. Multiagent System Design and Methodology

A number of methods have been proposed for themodeling of intelligent agents in a distributed andnererogeneous environment. The best and widely usedapproach is to model agents based on BDI (believe,
desires and intention) Jis1. fnis upp.o*t 

-to'Jt, 
tt"problem 

.in two perspectiv"r, tt 
" "*i._uf tO int"_uruews. Ihe external view breaks the problem into twomain components: the agents themsefves lageni moOef;and their collaboration/communicatio"n model(Knowledge Query Manipulation Language, or KeMI-).

The internal viewpoint uses three -oi.fJ fo. .r.i eoragent class: an agent model for defining relationships
between agents, goal model for o.r..iuinf g;Ji, uno

l]"1T-lC 
and scheduling.models to u.t i.uJu!.ni gour.rn any drstributed environment, the agents can beclassrfied into particular roles u.ro.alng tJ tnef

capability desc.ription. Agents may have persistent roles
(rong rerrn asslgnment as well as task_specific roles) orshort term assignments. This way, *. .un g.oup tt.multi agents- based organization inio nuo rnui-n-r*0.t.,rne agents/roles model (agents, capability andbehaviour) and the agents/roles interaction model
ISaMI-) Moreover, the roles 

"un 
U. uoung.J in classhierarchy and the responsibilities are then ?.rigr.a ,"each role along with seryices to meet ,f,orJ .or.r.

Finally, agents, interaction can be defineA Oown to tfre
level of individual functions and to their associated data.

3. AGCI Methodology 
- An Overview

_ We propose the notion of an Agent_based Grid
Computing Infrastrucrure (AGCI), a.i.fopJ tl r,.fp
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T1nug" the healthcare procosses in real-world settings.
Grid computing enables seamless integration of
computing systems and clusters, data storage,
specialized networks, sophisticated analysis and
visualization tools, and ste:rdy and reliable source of
computing power. But, effr:ctive load balancing, task
allocation and resource milnagement still remain as
some of the challenges. The notion of intelligent agents
technology in grid computi.rg has been introduced to
address such issues ranging from task allocation.
networks and resource management, data repository
access and retrieval to result .3eneration for end users.

The design and methodoltgy of AGCI framework is
based on most advanced and widely accepted grid
frameworks, specifically on Globus [12] and CoABS
[14] systems. AGCI uses Globus components concept

- resource management, ,nformation services, data
management 

- deploying tlrree main types of agents.
To realize these three conrponents, the technoiogtes
these agents use include rjrid Resource Allocation
Management (GRAM), Monitoring and Discovery
Service (MDS), and Grid File Transfer protocol
(GridFTP). All of these components utilize the Grid
Security Infrastructure (GSI) protocol for security at the
connection layer by pr,rviding single sign_on,
authorization and authent.cation, job submission,
resource monitoring, searctting and allocation, data
movement, and a set of tools for application
programming interfaces (ApIr).

For application and functional development, AGCI
uses CoABS concept which provides both appropriate
programming models and a range of services. At the
application level, the agent grid is defined as an enabling
technology needed for comrland and control. From a
functional point of view, the AGCI grid application-
level characteristics suggest that the agent grid knows
not only about agents, but also about their computational
requirements (e.g., internal behaviors). Hence, the
AGCI provides a unified heterogeneous distributed
computing environment in uhich computing resources
are seamlessly linked.

4. AGCI Framework

We present the architectural and functional overview
of our proposed multi Age:rt-based Grid Computing
Info-Structure (AGCD for the generation of data-
mediated, diagnostic supporl and strategic healthcare
services, as depicted in figure l AGCI features a
federation of intelligent agents, each one providing a
particular service to either other intelligent agents or
end-users. The agent-federation is designed to serylce
four functional components: (i) end-user interface; (ii)
resources and data managemsnt; (iii) link remote data
access network; and (iv) inlbrmation and diagnostic-
support strategic healthcarr: services. Hence it
comprises four types of autonomous intelligent agents
which are described next.

4.1. Interface Agents

The Interface Agent (IA) has the responsibility of
garnering detailed specification and requirement of a
data-mediated healthcare service from the user through
web-based interface. The specification ofthe services is
very flexible to allow the user to tweak the smallest
detail of the service specification. The activation of an
interface agent, based on timestamp, dynamically forms
an organizational strucfure, where finite number of
agents are available on demand to coordinate with each
other. More specifically, the IA takes as input a set of
service goals and autonomously translates them to three
follow-up task specifications: (i) the tasks that need to
be performed; (ii) the data that need to be retrieved: and
(iii) the presentation style ofthe results (i.e. the service).
This is achieved via the following modules:
o Service Speci/ication Module consists of a list of

pre-designed data-mediated services. Each service
script guides the user to speciff the parameters of
the problem.

t Task Definition Module defines the follow-up tasks
based on the service specifrcation.

o Communication Module ensures communication
with other agents mainly for assigning the
processing tasks to the respective agents.

4.2. Data Collection Agents

The core functionality of the Data Collection Agent
(DCA) is to facilitate the on-demand retrieval of
'relevant' data from the multiple healthcare data
repositories. DCA is activated by IA which passes a
task-specification to DCA. In an autonomous manner,
DCA performs the following tasks: (a) establishing
protocols for remote data access; (b) data selection and
retrieval; and (c) data syrthesis. The entire operational
functionality of DCA is realized via the followins
inherent modules:
o Data Collection Module contains routines for

translating an agent's request to database queries
with respect to the data model of the available data
repositories.

o Aggregation Module defines constraints for
heterogeneous data aggregation.

. Pre-processing Module processes raw data to get
quality data via a variety of pre-processing
techniques.

t Communication Module is responsible for
communication with other agents for co-ordination
purposes.

4.3. Information Services Agent

The main task of this agent is two-fold. First, it
collates all the results from the different agents, sets up
the result-visualization algorithms to produce different
perspectives of the results and package the results into
turn-key decision-supporVstrategic service. Secondly, it
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provides support for collecting information in the grid
and for querying this infonnation. This is achieved by
deploying the following components:
o Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS/ is the

repository of local res.ource information derived
from information providers. GRIS is able to register
its information with a GIIS, but GRIS itself does
not receive registration requests. The local
information maintained by GRIS is updated when
requested, and cached frrr a period of time known as
the time-to-live (TTL). If no request for the
information is received by GRIS, the information
will time out and be di:leted. If a later request for
the information is rec:ived, GRIS will call the
relevant information provider(s) to retrieve the
latest information.

o Grid Index Information Service (G11S) is the
repository that contains indexes of resource
information registered by the GRIS and other
GIISs. It can be seen as a grid-wide information
server. GIIS has a hir:rarchical mechanism, like

4.4. Resource Management. Agent

The resource managemenr. agent provides support for
resource allocation, jobs submission, remotely running
executable files and receiving results, and managing job
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DNS, and each GIIS has its own name. This means
client users can specify the name of a GIIS node to
search for information.
Resource and Information Provider. The
information providers translate the properties and
status of local resources to the format defined in the
schema and pass it to GRIS. GRIS registers its local
information with the GIIS, which also registers with
another GIIS, and so on. MDS clients can get the
resource information directly from GRIS (for local
resources) and/or a GIIS (for grid-wide resources).

Figure I : A sketch of an agr:nt community (i.e. AGCI) which deals with grid computing tasks in scenarios to provide
effective healthcare delivery.

status and progress. Our proposed AGCI system offers
its own job scheduler, in contrast to Globus system, to
find available resources and automatically send jobs to
suitable machines. The main building blocks of this
agent are discussed as follows:

Reaource Management Agents
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. GMM/GASS. The primary components of the
resource management agents are the Grid Resource
Allocation Manager (GRAM) and the Global
Access to Secondary Stcrage (GASS). GRAM is the
module that provides the remote execution and
status management of the execution. GRAM uses
GASS for providing the mechanism to transfer the
output file from servers lo clients.

o GateManager and Job Manager. When a job is
submitted by a client, the request is sent to the
remote host and handled by the gatemanager located
in the remote host. Then the gatemanager creates a
job manager to start and monitor the job. When the
job is frnished, the job manager sends the status
information back to the client and terminates. The
gatemanager is re,sponsible for secure
communication between clients and servers. Among
the functions of a job manager are parsing the
resource language, breaking down the RSL
(resource scripting langrage) scripts, and allocating
job requests to local job r;cheduler for execution.

4.5. Grid and Agent Manager

The services provided by Grid Manager include
security (i.e. authentication, authorization, protection),
process and data concepts (i.:. memory, files, databases,
shared address space, cornmunication mechanisms,
control mechanism) and ft)source management (i.e.
acquisition, allocation, schr:duling). Thus, the main
building blocks of grid manalger include:
r Access Framework 

- Crid access mechanism for
message handling anrl Agent Communication
Language (ACL) translation;

r Directory 
- 

white and 1'ellow pages manager;
. Logging 

- 
message log manager;

r Visualization 
- 

grid activity and status manager;
r Brokerage 

- 
recruitmerLt and mediation manager;

o Translation 
- ACL translation tolfrom KeML and

Foundation for Intelligert Physical Agents (FIPA)
ACL.

The main functions of Agent Manager are to control
coordinating/collaborating/negotiating facilities among
the agents, including process management and discovery
conskaints, besides maintaining the communication
protocols of the working system. In the KQML
infrastructure or agents par:rdigm, our agent manager
uses match-making services mechanism 

- where each
agent has to register itself to the agent manager and
provide services to recognize each other during problem
solving activities.

4.6. Grid FTP Server

It provides support to trarrsfer files among machines
in the grid and for manal;ing these transfers. This
module is also called data management module.
GridFTP is a key component for secure and high-
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performance data transfer, thus, the word GridFTp can
be referred to as a protocol, a server, or a set oftools.

4.7. Grid Security Module
All of AGCI agents and deployed components utilize

Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) protocol for security
at the connection layer by providing single sign-on,
authorization, authentication, job submission, resource
allocation, monitoring and searching, data movemenr,
and set of tools for application programming interfaces
(APIs).

5. Work Flow of Our Proposed tr'ramework

- A Scenario

We will discuss a scenario in order to identify some
of the relevant issues pertaining to the functional
incorporation of intelligent agents in a grid framework.
This scenario pictures a regional healthcare
manager/administrator dealing with an infectious-disease
epidemic and needs to: (a) forecast the possible
geographical impact of the epidemic; (b) analyze
hospital admissions due to the epidemic; and (c) plan an
effective antibiotic regime (with regards to the
sensitivity of different antibiotics to the infectious
disease) to treat the infectious bacteria. Considering that
a region consists of multiple hospitals, each with its own
data repository that is remotely accessible via a private
network, the tasks anticipated are as follows:
o The user states complex problems/computations and

allocates all resources needed to solve them throueh
web-based graphical user interface.

r Formation of agent organization.

a

a

Agents start communicating with each other over
distributed network to request and provide
information, find information sources to pre-
process, integrate information, and negotiate to
remove conflicts in different tasks. All agents work
in parallel and share their information through the
grid and agent manager modules.
Establishing a communication channel to enable
remote access to data repositories of multiple
hospitals. At the technical level, when using an
ACL, agents transport messages over the network
using a lowlevel protocols such as SMTP, TCP/IP,
HTTP, etc.

Collection of 'relevant' data to complete each
individual task needed. This involves identifying
and subsequently retrieving data from the respective
data repositories.
Synthesis of heterogeneous data originating from
multiple data repositories.
Preparation of the data according to the
specification of the service packages.
Execution of the data processing algorithms.
Generation ofhealthcare report for the end-user.



In this scenario, it may be noted that the tasks
outlined above correspond well with the functional
capabilities ofintelligent agents, hence there is a case foran agent-based solution for healthcare in a erid
environment.

6. Conclusion

In our work, we have managed to leverage intelligent
agents 

. 

for 
_generating data-mt:diated decisioln_support or

strategic-planning services targeted for h#thcare
professionals and managers. Although at a preliminary
stage, the AGCI infrastructure, developed thus far allows
us to explore the ways functional collaboration may
occur using agents to realizt a distributed grid info_
structure. We believe that the ,rmerging intelligint agenr_
based grid framework appliec to the 

-healthcale 
domain

can provide interesting opportunities to operationalize
the volumes of healthcare data routinely coliected within
numerous healthcare enterpnses. Thus, our proposed
AGCI framework is not meirnt to provide a uniform
agent architecture that all cotnponents must adhere to,
but rather a bridge between agent (and other component)
architectures, allowing interoperability across these
architectures but not replacing all of the services
provided by these infrastructures. We see that grid
computing has a big role to p.ay in healthcare services.
Grid does not only ease on th: communication part but
also on the resources utilization. In short the extensive
computational power usage which we will get from grid
can make the system to wort even faster and more
efficient.
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